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General Life cycle of the Sea Turtles
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Dear Volunteers;
Welcome to our project!
Belek, a popular tourism centre getting more crowded every year, is also one of the
largest nesting sites for two marine turtle species in the Mediterranean - Caretta caretta
(loggerhead sea turtle) and Chelonia mydas (green sea turtle), both protected by
international conventions.
The main goal of our project is to monitor the populations of these two species in the
region, scientifically determine the negative impacts on these populations and guide the
implementation of necessary measures to minimise them – so that we may ensure the
conservation and continuity of these species.
This program is designed to assess the stability and basic reproductive ecology of sea
turtle populations nesting on Belek’s beaches. For this purpose, we will be patrolling the
beaches on morning and night shifts, finding and mapping all the nests, tagging and
measuring female adults, caging nests against human impact and/or natural predation
where necessary, and raising public awareness through various educational means.
In this booklet, you will find information about our field studies, our campsite, advices and
some other issues we believe you should know before making your application. For this
reason, we suggest that all volunteers should read this document before filling out their
application forms, and contact us for any questions.
We hope you enjoy your visit. Happy turtling!
Sincerely,
Dr. Ali Fuat CANBOLAT						
Head of EKAD, Principal Investigator		
		

Deniz CANDAŞ
Programs Manager, Coordinator

* This camp is solely devoted to the work of monitoring and conservation of sea turtles.
Therefore all information given should be understood well and volunteers to join the
camp should base their expectations on this note.
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About the Research Site
Belek is a coastal town of Antalya, in the Mediterranean district of Turkey. The actual
research site in Belek region covers an approximate of 29.5 km shoreline that stretches
between the districts of Serik and Manavgat, bordered with Aksu River on the west and
Sarısu River on the east.
A typical Mediterranean climate dominates the region, with characteristic high
temperatures and elevated humidity during summers. Around July-August, temperature
often rises above 40°C (105°F) with humidity levels around 70%.
The region is exceedingly rich in flora and fauna
as it hosts different habitat types: forests,
rivers, streams, brackish waters, agricultural
areas, winter wetlands, and sand dunes.
Studies carried out in the area state the presence
of about 580 plant and 200 vertebrate species,
140 of which are birds.
Belek is famous for 28 endemic plants and the barn owl (Tyto alba) - which has become a
local symbol, as well as loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta), green sea turtle (Chelonia
mydas), and Nile soft-shelled turtle (Trionyx triunguis) all under conservation.
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About the Research Site (continued)
Antalya:
The city of Antalya corresponds to the lands of ancient Pamphylia to the east and Lycia to
the west. Formerly known as Attaleia which was founded in 150 BC by king Attalos-II of
Pergamon to base his naval fleet, the city later became part of Roman Republic in 133 BC
and got famous during the Roman era for its harbour and castle in particular. Because of its
location, Antalya happened to be a centre for Christians, and staged great naval wars
between Arab-Byzantine states after 7th century BC. It became a naval base for the
Christian Crusades, and a major city in the Byzantine Empire.
In the early 13th century BC, the city was
conquered by the Seljuk Turks and became part
of the Ottoman Empire in the 15th century AD.
Antalya displays the heritage of all these periods
and cultures together, especially the magnificent
castle and harbour. Today, it is a very famous
touristic city with an estimated population of
around 1,000,000.
Around Belek, there are well known historical sites such as Perge, Termessos, Aspendos,
Phaselis, Olympos, Side and nature’s al beauties like Kurşunlu Waterfalls, River Manavgat
and Köprülü Canyon. Included in your payment, is a daily excursion to one of these areas
or an activity (rafting, hiking, etc.) with the local team.
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About the Project
Belek is of special importance for being the second largest known Caretta caretta nesting
site in the entire Mediterranean (Canbolat, 2004). However, it is also a rapidly developing
tourism centre – which, naturally, has serious impacts on nesting populations. Therefore,
conservation efforts should be designed carefully in order to ensure their applicability and
sustainability.
Hatchling success in Belek is about 40%. The
majority of hatchlings fail to reach the sea due to
natural and/or anthropogenic causes. While
natural causes are generally limited to predation
and the tidal washing effect, anthropogenic
causes include the usage of vehicles, pergolas,
artificial lights, parasols and sunbeds on the
beach, as well as the disturbance of nesting
adults, nests and hatchlings.
Beach strands assigned to the hotels are exposed to heavy human usage in particular, and
the usage areas intersect with the “nesting zone” where sea turtles lay their eggs. Parasols
and sunbeds used within this zone may affect the adults physically and/or interrupt the
natural developmental cycle of eggs laid under or around them. Moreover, artificial lights
confuse the hatchlings and disorient them, causing an additional increase in the mortality
ratio. Therefore, necessary regulations should be planned and applied in collaboration with
these establishments.
Obtaining the expected success in this project will ensure the continuous existence of the
sea turtle populations in the region, and serve as a model study for other nesting beaches
exposed to similar threats.
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Field Studies
Field studies are typically carried out by teams consisting of 2 or more people. Teams patrol
the beaches to collect data between 22:00-03:00 during night shifts and between
05:30-11:00 during morning shifts.
You should choose the periods between June
15th and July 30th if you wish to see the adult
turtles, and the periods between July 15th and
September 15th if you wish to see the
hatchlings. We cease the night shifts towards the
end of July.
We prefer having fixed teams for each of our
sub-regions for better efficiency, but member
exchange between teams is also possible in
order to incorporate the volunteers to the project
as much as the local team, and to make sure they
get to know the entire research site.

During field studies, specific forms are used (by
Canbolat, 1997) to record the collected data.
Instructions on how to fill out and use these
forms will be provided to the volunteers before
going on the field. Volunteers will be receiving a
theoretical training upon their arrival, which will
be followed by one or two practical trainings on
the field. In the following days, volunteers will
start working with the local team.

Experienced members in the local team will always be ready to answer any questions
you may have.
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Field Studies (continued)
In addition to the usual fieldwork consisting of tagging and measuring adult females,
caging nests, hatchling disorientation studies, and control openings, volunteers may also
get involved in promotional and/or educational practices.

Volunteers should pay good attention to their
theoretical and practical trainings, as the
primary goal of this project is collecting
efficient and accurate data.

Fieldwork requires stamina and speed as you will need to endure heat and high humidity
during long walks on the sand. You might also need to wake up very early or go to bed very
late for the field shifts. Please keep in mind that you will be sharing a house with nearly
25 people, so your ability to cope with commune life and getting along with newly met
people are also important for the productivity of the project.
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Accommodation & Campsite
Volunteers will be staying with the local team
in the project campsite, which is located inside
BETUYAB complex and behind its main building.
Our campsite is about 15 minutes of walking
distance away from the beach, right next to Serik
Gendarmerie Station and very close to Belek Centrum (5 minutes by car).
We have 3 prefabricated bungalows with air-conditioned rooms:
The main prefab includes bedrooms with AC (which host around 30 people), PI’s bedroom, storage room, 2 toilets and a small kitchen
Second one is our big kitchen and meeting room, where we have our tables and chairs,
all kitchen utensils, refrigerators, stove and a washing machine
The third one has the study room, our toilets and showers.
We also have a tent area for those who prefer
sleeping under the pine trees, and may lend you
camping equipment if necessary.
To help you make the best of your leisure time,
we have darts, a pergola and hammocks. Wi-Fi
connection is also available.
Hotels in Belek region provide our daily meals, staple food (which we use to prepare
breakfast and snacks) as well as our basic cleaning and sanitary supplies. As we do not
have additional staff to carry out daily chores, we are in charge of the maintenance and
cleaning of facilities ourselves.
Our communication with the hotels in Belek region is accommodated by BETUYAB (Belek
Tourism Investors Union), which has long been the biggest and most important sponsor of
our project. BETUYAB is also in charge of ensuring our campsite’s safety and various other
needs.

http://www.betuyab.com.tr/
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Daily Schedule
The usual “planned” daily schedule of our camp is as follows:

Hours			Duties			

04:30-05:30		
Waking up, preparation, leaving 		
(morning shift)
05:30-11:00		Morning shift 				(morning shift)
11:00-12:00		
Breakfast
12:00-12:30		
Cleaning & Maintenance of campsite
12:30-13:00		
Data sheet control & writing clean copies for the daily meeting
13:00-14:00		
Daily meeting
14:00-18:00		
Free time *
18:00-20:00		
Dinner & Data entry on the computer
20:00-21:30		
Free time
21:30-22:00		
Preparation & leaving for fieldwork
(night shift)
22:00-03:00		Night shift 					(night shift)
We generally try to follow this program meticulously, although there may occasionally be
alterations.
Unexpected (or emergency) situations, additional shifts, educational and promotional
activities are reflected to this schedule as the Project Assistant sees fit.

* There may be afternoon shifts in case the morning shifts are not completed or if
additional shifts are necessary for extra studies.
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Participation Periods
In order to apply to our project, you have to choose a minimum participation period of
15 DAYS. Participation for each period is limited to 30 volunteers and volunteers who wish
to stay for multiple periods always have the priority. The starting and ending dates of the
periods are as follows:

Period

1st		
2nd 		
3rd 		
4th 		
5th 		
6th 		

Starting		 Ending
June 15th 		
July 1st 		
July 15th
August 1st 		
August 15th 		
September 1st

July 1st *
July 15th *
August 1st *
August 15th **
September 1st **
September15th **

* Both morning shifts (finding and monitoring nests) and
night shifts (adult observation and tagging)
** Generally only morning shifts (finding and monitoring
nests, hatchling emergences, control uncovering) and
occasional experimental night shift studies (hatchling
orientation)
For each period, theoretical trainings are given on the evenings of starting dates and
practical trainings in the following days. Volunteers who complete their trainings start
participating in the fieldwork with our local team immediately after.
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Participation Requirements
In order to join our project, you have to be at least 18 years
old on the day you arrive at our campsite. As this is an
international program, you will be living and working with
foreign volunteers from different countries. For this
reason, we prefer that your English knowledge is enough
to communicate efficiently. The two other important
languages regarding the tourist profile in Belek are
Russian and German.
Minimum participation is 15 days for foreign volunteers
and 1 month for Turkish volunteers. Please contact us for
summer placements and internship opportunities.
Participation fee is 350 EUR for 15 days. You will get a 50% discount for each additional
period you would like to stay with us. When completing your online application, you will be
asked to make a prepayment that is equal to the 1/3rd of your total program fee.
Prepayments will only be asked from the approved volunteers and will not be refunded
under any circumstance. The rest of your fee will be asked from you upon your arrival to the
campsite and will also not be refunded if you wish to leave the project early.
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What to Pack & Bring
You may easily find sanitary, cleaning and hygiene products in supermarkets around the
area. However, please consider the possibility that you may not be able to find a specific
product or brand that you regularly use.
Although Antalya is a very hot and sunny region,
keep in mind that weather conditions may vary,
and be prepared. The beaches may be cool and
windy late at nights and early in the mornings.
We generally prefer light coloured clothes for
morning shifts (to keep ourselves cooler), and
dark coloured ones for night shifts (for better
camouflage).
Turkey operates on 220 volts with round-prong European-style outlets. Please make sure
you bring a converter for your electronic devices if your country’s standards are different.

Should Bring:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passport or ID, health insurance documents/cards, and driving licence
Comfortable clothes for the field shifts (easy to walk in, light coloured for morning
shifts and dark coloured for night shifts)

NOTE: Jeans are generally not suitable for fieldwork

Comfortable walking footwear for beach patrolling (best choices will be trekking
sandals or sports shoes)
Sun protection (sunglasses, sun cream, hat, etc.)
Clothes for cool and windy weather
Alarm clock (or your mobile phone)
Your own bed sheets and pillow case
Your personal mug
Showering items
Extra pair of glasses and your prescription
(if you use glasses)
If you are regularly using a medication,
sufficient amount of it and your prescription
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What to Pack & Bring (continued)
Recommended to Bring:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your thermos or water bottle
Swimming gear
Insect repellent
Raingear (preferably a light raincoat) or windbreaker
A small notebook (you might want to take down notes during the meetings)
Basic medical kit (including antihistamine, painkillers, muscle relaxant, sunburn
cream, band aids, roll bandage, anti-diarrhoea pills, anti-acids, etc.)

May Optionally Bring:

Your cameras, musical instruments, tablet or laptop (internet connection will be available),
diving/snorkelling equipment, binoculars, field guidebooks (for the animal and plant species
you will see in the region), camping equipment.

** Please do not bring pets.
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Medical Advice
Biting insects including mosquitoes and bumblebees are abundant in Belek as they are in
all hot and humid regions. You should specify in your application form if you have any
allergies or other health issues that require constant care, and remind the camp curators
about it upon your arrival.
You do not need to have any specific vaccinations before coming to our project, but persons
that will undertake field studies are always recommended to be vaccinated against tetanus,
rabies and Hepatitis-B.
In case of emergencies, fully equipped private and general hospitals are located close to our
campsite (in Belek, Serik and Antalya). For less complicated medical problems, paramedics
of hotels are ready to help, besides the polyclinics and pharmacies nearby.
All volunteers MUST have a valid health insurance (government, private or travel) and
provide a copy of the related documents to the camp curators.
This project has specific physical demands and should therefore be considered fairly
strenuous. Persons with the following medical conditions are advised not to participate in
field studies:
•
Extreme sensitivity to sunlight, high temperatures and/or humidity,
•
Allergy to pollens and/or biting insects,
•
Chronic cardiovascular diseases,
•
Respiratory problems (including asthma),
•
Walking impairment (including flat feet),
•
Epilepsy,
•
Poor night vision,
•
Deafness (uncorrected).

** If you have any limitations concerning your diet (vegetarian, vegan, diabetic, etc.),
please state in your application form and notify the camp curators upon your arrival.
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How to Get to the Campsite
All volunteers are required to arrive at the campsite on the first day of their chosen period,
at 19:00 the latest.

By bus:

Some bus companies have direct lines arriving in Belek or Serik during summers. Another
option is to arrive at Antalya Bus Terminal, and take any of the buses going towards
Serik-Manavgat-Alanya direction. EKAD’s drivers may pick you up from either Belek center
or Serik main station.

By plane:

You need to arrive at Antalya Airport, and EKAD will provide you free transport if you
arrange your flight dates in accordance with the starting and ending dates of the periods.

By car/taxi:

If you wish to drive to the camp yourself or take a taxi (which you should do so if you fail
to arrange your itinerary to fit the dates mentioned above), you will need to drive towards
Serik-Manavgat-Alanya direction and take a turn at either Belek or Serik junctions. To reach
our campsite, you may ask the address to BETUYAB (Belek Tourism Investors Union)
Building or Garden of Tolerance in Belek.
Emergency contact numbers will be sent to you via e-mail during your application
procedure.
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